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Re2TeJ crystallizes in a new structure type, having space group Pbca (No. 61) with a = 13.003(5), b = 
12.935(7), c = 14.212(5) A, 2 = 12. All atoms are in the general positions S(c), apart from one Te atom 
which occupies the special position 4(a) in a center of symmetry. The Re atoms are arranged in 
octahedral [Red clusters and all the atoms in general positions can be grouped as {[Re6Tes]Tes} com- 
plexes. The centers of these units and the Te atom in 4(a) are arranged like a slightly distorted rock salt 
structure. The Te atoms can be replaced by Se atoms up to at least 40%. ReTes and RezSe;Tes reveal a 
semiconductor-like electric behavior which is accounted for by the chemical bonding. 

Introduction 

The data published hitherto on the 
Re-Te system are rather conflicting. The 
first papers (1, 2) reported the existence of 
only one intermediate phase with composi- 
tion ReTez. This stoichiometry was sug- 
gested by other rhenium-chalcogen sys- 
tems where ReS2 and ReSez are the stable 
phases. According to Johnston et al. (I), 
ReTez is a p-type semiconductor with a 
high positive Seebeck coefficient (+490 
pV/K at -300K) and a room-temperature 
resistivity p > 100 0 cm. Doping with 
antimony was found to weaken the com- 
pound mechanically and to lower the ther- 
mopower to +210 pV/K for a sample of 
composition ReTe,.g5Sb,,.ss (I). Furuseth 

*Present address: Institut fur Angewandte Physik, 
ETH, CH-8093 Zurich, Switzerland. 

and Kjekshus (2) found no indication of a 
range of homogeneity for ReTez. They ob- 
tained rhenium telluride single crystals of 
irregular polyhedral shape by means of 
chemical transport reactions using iodine as 
a transport agent. Based on Weissenberg 
and precession photographs they proposed 
Pna2,, Pbca, or Pnma as possible space 
groups. From a Guinier photograph they 
calculated an orthorhombic cell with a = 
12.987(7), b = 13.055(6), c = 14.271(8) A. 
The pycnometric density was given as 
8.50 g/cm3 as compared to a calculated X- 
ray density of 8.48 g/cm3 when assuming Z 
= 28. ReTez was found to be weakly para- 
magnetic between 100 and 450K, then 
changing to diamagnetic with a linear de- 
crease up to -0.05 x low6 emu/g at 730K. 

On heating mixtures of Re and Te in vari- 
ous proportions at temperatures between 
450 and 935°C Sorrel1 (3) observed the for- 
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mation of a single binary phase of composi- 
tion ReTe*, which he described as being 
black, of dull sheen, brittle, and soft. Sor- 
rell assigned to the first three lines of the 
powder diagram the indices (lOO), (OlO), 
and (001) and in this way indexed the pow- 
der diagram of his ReTe;! sample in the tri- 
clinic system with the unrealistic cell di- 
mensions a = 8.992, b = 7.520, c = 6.882 
8, cx = !W52’, p = lOl”OO’, y = 99’40’. In 
fact these lines correspond to (11 l), (002), 
and (020) of the orthorhombic cell: Sorrell’s 
powder diagram becomes fairly similar to 
that listed by Furuseth and Kjekshus (2) 
when A0 = 0.05” are added to all his diffrac- 
tion angles. Sorrell found ReTez (in sealed 
silica tubes of unknown Te vapor pressure) 
to melt peritectically to a mixture of solid 
Re and liquid Te. The mixture was said to 
be quenchable by rapid cooling. Cooling at 
a rate of l”C/min allows ReTez to form by 
solid-liquid reaction below 935°C. No ter- 
nary compound was observed in the system 
Pb-Re-Te between 450 and 600°C (I). 

Opalovskii et al. (4) used the lattice pa- 
rameters of Furuseth and Kjekshus (2) to 
index the powder pattern of a rhenium tel- 
luride sample which, according to chemical 
analysis, had the composition ReTez.03. 
However, they mentioned that in certain 
cases weak reflections of metallic rhenium 
were present, from which we conclude that 
the true Te : Re ratio of the telluride phase 
was >2. In a subsequent paper Opalovskii 
et al. (5) identified the single-phase rhe- 
nium telluride as Re2TeS (which was ob- 
tained either via the gaseous phase starting 
with a Re : Te ratio of 1 : 3 or via a liquid 
phase of composition Re : Te = 1: 6). 
Wildervanck and Jellinek (6, 7) prepared 
single crystals of ReTez by iodine transport 
in a gradient of 980 + 840°C. Crystals were 
obtained in the form of brittle blocks with 
many crystal faces. From Weissenberg dia- 
grams they deduced the space group Pcab. 
Their unit-cell dimensions (a = 12.972(2), b 
= 13.060(j), c = 14.254(2) A (6)) are practi- 

tally identical with those of Furuseth and 
Kjekshus (2). A comparison of the molar 
volumes of MoTez, WTe2, TcTez, and 
ReTe* led Wildervanck and Jellinek to as- 
sume 2 = 32 with the consequence of a 
rather high X-ray density of 9.71 g/cm3. 
DTA experiments showed ReTe* (in sealed 
ampoules) to decompose into the elements 
at about 975°C. The subsequent recombina- 
tion of the elements at lower temperatures 
seemed to be very incomplete, as was con- 
cluded from the large amounts of Te 
present after slowly cooling the DTA am- 
poule . 

Phases of various other compositions 
were claimed to exist, based on phase anal- 
yses of the system Re-Te. Thus Ermolaev 
and Gukova (8) reported Re2Te-I with a con- 
gruent melting point of lOOO”C, as well as 
ReJe5, decomposing peritectically at 
968°C. Opalovskii et al. (9) claimed to have 
isolated Re3Te2 by reducing Re3Te2C15 and 
Re3Te2Br5 with hydrogen gas. A single- 
phase homogeneity region from 68.35 to 
72.3% Te (i.e., ReTe2.16 to ReTe2& was re- 
ported by Yanaki et al. (10). Samples with 
less Te were found to contain free Re. 
From the given diagram of lattice constants 
vs concentration we would rather set the 
lower phase boundary at 67 at% Te. It may 
be noteworthy that these lattice constants, 
which increase with Te content, are dis- 
tinctly larger than any literature values. By 
reacting HzTe with either Re powder or 
NH4Re04 the same authors (II) obtained a 
broad spectrum of stoichiometries ReTe,: x 
= 1.04, 1.446, 1.84, 2.39, 2.457, 2.475 with 
Re, andx = 1.36, 1.9, 2.16, 2.41, 2.475 with 
the perrhenate. For these compositions the 
electrical resistivity was metallic in charac- 
ter. 

From thermal and X-ray diffraction anal- 
ysis and measurements of microhardness, 
density, electrical resistivity, and thermo- 
power, Kurbanov et al. (12) constructed a 
phase diagram which shows three phases: a 
line phase, RezTe, with a peritectic temper- 
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ature of 850°C and two congruently melt- 
ing phases with homogeneity regions. 
RerTe had already been reported by Mon- 
tignie (23). The two alloy-like phases cover 
the ranges 45 to 52 and 66.6 to 72 at% Te, 
and have melting points of 900 and 970°C 
respectively. The latter phase corresponds 
roughly to a solution ReTe2-Re2Tes. The 
X-ray diffraction patterns given for ReTez 
and RezTeS are similar to those of the other 
authors. Surprisingly, however, there exist 
some slight differences between a cast 
ReTe2 sample and one which after melting 
was annealed ten days at 350”C-e.g., a 
distinct shift of the (002) line. And while the 
(002) and the (200)/(020) lines of annealed 
ReTez and RezTeS coincide, the (111) line of 
RezTes is considerably shifted to higher 
angles. The thermopower vs composi- 
tion curve shows a clear maximum for 
ReTez-RezTeS, the values for both com- 
positions lying above +500 pV/K. Both the 
resistivity and the density vs composition 
curves peak near Re2Te4.s, the peak values 
being -5 R cm-r and - 11 g/cm3( !), respec- 
tively. It was stated that the temperature 
dependence of the electrical resistivity and 
thermopower revealed p-type semiconduc- 
tivity for ReTez and RezTes, as well as for 
ReSSTe45. 

At temperatures above 600°C and at a 
pressure of 90 kbar, Larchev and Popova 
(14) obtained a ReTez modification which is 
isostructural with ReSez: a = 7.180, b = 
6.548, c = 7.512 H, , a = 112.45”, (3 = 87.56”, 
y = 120.17”; 2 = 4. The pycnometric den- 
sity was determined to be 10.3(l) g/cm3, 
compared with d, = 10.57 g/cm3. No transi- 
tion to the superconducting state was de- 
tected down to 1.7K, and in fact we rather 
expect nonmetallic properties for ReSez- 
type ReTe2, since the energy gaps for ReS2 
and ReSez (1.33 and 1.15 eV, respectively 
(7)) are fairly high. 

On the basis of all this (mainly inconsis- 
tent) information it was at least evident that 
Re-Re bonds had to be expected in the 

structure of the orthorhombic rhenium tel- 
luride . 

Experimental 

Single crystals of rhenium telluride were 
grown by an iodine transport reaction. The 
lustrous crystals of up to 1 mm size had 
obviously the same polyhedral shape as 
those obtained by Furuseth and Kjekshus 
(2) and by Wildervanck and Jellinek (6, 7). 
They also showed the same Seebeck co- 
efficient as reported by Johnston et al. (1). 
The pycnometric density of the small crys- 
tals was roughly measured in water, eth- 
anol, and octane to lie between 8 and 9 
g/cm3. Precession photographs yielded an 
orthorhombic cell in space group Pbca with 
virtually the same cell dimensions as had 
been reported for ReTez (2, 6, 7). Electron- 
beam microanalyses carried out on two 
crystals, however, revealed the stoichiome- 
try to be close to RerTeS (ReTe2.4, 
ReTez.5,). Since in space group Pbca the 
lowest multiplicity of the atomic positions 
is 4, necessarily Z = 4n. In our case Z = 12 
is the only possibility. This corresponds to 
an X-ray density of d, = 8.42 g/cm3. 

The crystal used for the data collection 
was ground to a sphere of 0.14 mm diame- 
ter. The measurements were carried out on 
a SYNTEX P21 automatic four-circle dif- 
fractometer with MoKol radiation from a 
graphite monochromator in perpendicular 
setting. The scan velocity of the 2810 scan 
was kept constant at 2”/min within the 
range 0” < 20 I 60”. A total of 4797 reflec- 
tions were registered of which 2185 were 
symmetrically independent, 476 of these 
with Z < 3a(fl were marked as “unob- 
served.” The intensities were corrected for 
absorption (l.~ = 506 cm-r) by the program 
CAMEL JOCKEY (15) using 776 +-scan 
measurements of 24 selected reflections 
from the entire 28 range. The structure was 
solved by direct methods with the programs 
SINGEN and PHASE of the “X-Ray Sys- 
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TABLE I 

LIST OF ATOMIC PARAMETERS 

Rdl) 
Re(2) 

Teil j 
Te(2) 
Te(3) 
TeW 
Te(5) 
TeK9 
‘MY 
‘k(8) 

0.1343(l) 0.4939(l) 0.0511(l) 
0.0482(l) 0.0589(l) 0.3866(l) 
0.4721(l) 0.3666(l) 0.4515(l) 
0.3218(2) 0.4617(2) 0.1276(2) 
0.1155(2) 0.1427(2) 0.2235(l) 
0.4276(2) 0.1773(2) 0.3783(2) 
0.2875(2) 0.4336(2) 0.3895(l) 
0.3860(2) 0.1870(2) 0.1165(l) 
0.0578(2) 0.4195(2) 0.2144(l) 
0.1555(2) 0.2013(2) 0.4846(l) 
0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0187(8) 0.0181(6) 
0.0200(8) 0.0181(6) 
0.0204(8) 0.0169(6) 
0.020(l) 0.028(l) 
0.027(l) 0.022(l) 
0.028(l) 0.021(l) 
0.020(l) 0.026(l) 
0.025(l) 0.019(l) 
0.025(l) 0.023(l) 
0.024(l) 0.022(l) 
0.029(2) 0.027(2) 

0.0151(a) 
0.0134(5) 
0.0148(6) 
0.021(l) 
O.OlSqV) 
0.020(l) 
0.018(l) 
0.018(l) 
0.0157(8) 
0.0207(V) 
0.024(2) 

0.0000(7) 
0.0002(6) 
O.OOOl(7) 
0.000(l) 
0.000(l) 
O.ooo(l) 

-0.003(l) 
0.002(l) 
0.001(l) 

-0.004(l) 
-0.003(2) 

-0.0007(6) 
0.0003(6) 
0.0004(7) 

-0.002(l) 
0.002(l) 
0.000(1) 

-0.002(l) 
0.001(l) 

-0.001(l) 
O.cW(l) 
O.OOO(2) 

-0.0001(5) 
0.0004(5) 

-0.0007(5) 
0.001(l) 
0.0024(8) 

-0.0015(V) 
-0.0018(V) 
-0.0014(V) 

0.0015(S) 
0.0011(l) 

-0.002(l) 

h’ote. The tempenkture factor has the form of exp(-T), where T  = 2*(PI**2)*SUMIJ(H(~*H(J)*U(Z,n*ASTAR(~*AS- 
TAR(J)) for ardstropic atoms. ASTAR are reciprocal axial lengths and H(fl are Miller indices. The ESD of the last @i&ant 
digit is given in pa&theses. 

tern 72” (16) and again by MULTAN (17). 
The three Re atoms and seven Te atoms 
occupy the general position 8(c) of Pbca 
and one Te atom is in the center of symme- 
try in 4(u). Least-squares refinements with 
anisotropic temperature parameters con- 
verged at R = 0.045. The corresponding dif- 
ference map was still uneven but showed 
only insignificant fluctuations with Ap < 3el 
A3. The atomic and thermal parameters are 
listed in Table 1.’ 

The lattice constants were taken from a 
completely indexed high-precision Guinier 
photograph with CUKCXI radiation and sili- 
con (4295~ = 5.43054 A) as a standard. A 
least-squares refinement resulted in a = 
13.003(5), b = 12.935(7), c = 14.212(5) H, 
with orthorhombic constraints. From this 
we calculated the interatomic distances 
given in Table II. 

Discussion of the RezTeS Structure 

The most striking feature of the RezTes 
structure is the Re-Re bonding. All Re at- 
oms are arranged in discrete [Red clusters. 
The bond distances within these clusters 

’ A list of structure factors can be obtained from the 

first author. 

are comparable with those of the [Re$] clus- 
ters in NazRe&: 2.593 to 2.619 A (28), 
K2Re$&: 2.610 to 2.635 A (18), Cs4Re6&: 
2.61 A (29), and with the shortest Re-Re 
distance found in ReSe*: 2.65, 2.84, 2.93, 
and 3.08 A (20), as well as with the MO-MO 
distances in the “nonmetallic” endmember 
@MO&: 2.66 to 2.68 A (22, 22) and in 
MoC12: 2.61 A (23). A similar arrangement 
of the Re atoms is met in SrzRe&, and 
BazRe& (24) and in the Chevrel phases 
MozRe&& and MO2RedSes (25). The near- 
neighbor coordination of the metal atoms is 
in fact identical in these compounds: In 
RezTeS eight Te atoms, here named Te(4) to 
Te(7), are arranged above the triangular oc- 
tahedron faces, and they surround the [Reb] 
octahedron in the form of a cube resulting 
in an [M&B] cluster of the same shape as 
the anions in the Chevrel phases. Only the 
relative orientation of the [MO,&] unit dif- 
fers. The [RehTes] partial structure of 
Re2TeS is represented in Fig. 1. The 
[RQTes] units themselves are connected 
with each other via almost planar butterlly- 
like [Te(8){Te(l) Te(2) Te(3)}2] units as 
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The Te(l), Te(2), 
and Te(3) atoms are each connected with 
one Re atom as well as with two Te atoms, 
but the coordinations are not equivalent. 
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TABLE II 

INTERATOMIC DISTANCES IN RezTeJ 

Re(l)-Re(2) 2.667(3) 

Re(2) 2.681(2) 

W3) 2.678(2) 

ReW 2.675(2) 

TeW 2.681(3) 

‘k(5) 2.678(3) 

‘W6) 2.701(3) 

‘k(7) 2.709(3) 

‘k(l) 2.701(3) 
------------ 
Ml) 3.785(3) 

Te(l)-Re(1) 2.701(3) 

‘W2) 2.828(3) 

Wf4 2.983(3) 
__---------- 
W7) 3.639(4) 

Te(4)- Re( 1) 2.681(3) 

R&9 2.682(3) 

ReW 2.700(3) 
------------ 
‘k(7) 3.715(4) 

Te(7)- Re(1) 2.709(3) 

Re(2) 2.698(3) 

Re(3) 2.698(3) ---em------- 

‘Wl) 3.639(4) 

Re(2)- Re( 1) 

Re(l) 

ReW 
Ret3 

TeW 
‘k(5) 
Te(6) 

T47) 

WV ---- 
Re(2) 

2.667(2) 

2.681(2) 
2.682(2) 

2.667(2) 
2.682(3) 

2.681(3) 

2x336(3) 
2.698(3) 
2.704(2) -------- 
3.779(2) 

Te(2)- Re(2) 2.704(3) 

TeW 2.828(3) 

‘k(3) 2.874(4) ------------ 

TW 3.660(4) 

Te(5)- Re( 1) 2.678(3) 

Re(2) 2.681(3) 

Rd3) 2.688(3) _____------- 

‘k(l) 3.653(4) 

Te(8)- 2Te(l) 2.983(3) 

2Te(3) 3.022(3) ------------ 
2Te(2) 3 .%8(2) 

Re(3)- Re( 1) 2.678(2) 

ReW 2.675(2) 

k(2) 2.682(2) 

Re(2) 2.667(2) 

TeW 2.700(3) 

‘W) 2.688(3) 

TW 2.6%(3) 

‘k(7) 2.698(3) 

Te(3) 2.723(3) 
.------ ------ 
Re(3 3.786(3) 

Te(3)- Re(3) 2.723(3) 

Te(2) 2.874(4) 

‘k(8) 3.022(3) 
------------ 
TeW 3.762(3) 

Te(6)- Re(1) 2.701(3) 

Re(2) 2.686(3) 

Re(3) 2.696(3) 
------------ 
Td2) 3&O(4) 

Note. Distances (in A) up to the closest nonbonding contact are listed. Standard deviations are in parentheses. 

As can be seen from Figs. 2 and 3, Te( l), the Re atom with equal numbering. There- 
Te(2), and Te(3) define a large octahedron fore we end up with {[Re6Tea]Te6} units 
surrounding the [RehTes] cluster in such a containing a center of symmetry in the un- 
way that each of these Te atoms neighbors occupied 4(b) position. Thus these {[Reb 

a 

FIG. 1. Projection of the [ReeTes] partial structure of RezTeT = {[ResTea]Te6}Te. Geometrical de- 
scription as [Red octahedra inside [Tes] cubes. 
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FIG. 2. {[ ]Te6}Te partial structure of RezTe5 = {[Re6Te8]Te6}Te. The bonding within the buttertly- 
like Te units is visualized by full lines. Broken lines indicate Re-Te bonds connecting the [Re] 
octahedra (two of which are added in the middle part of the figure) via the wings of the butterfly units. 
The apices of the chemically meaningless large [TeJ octahedra (i.e., the terminal Te atoms at the 
broken lines) form part of six different butterfly units, and vice versa, the atoms defining the wings of 
the buttertly units belong to six different {[ ]Te6} octahedra. 

TeeIT%} clusters, together with the Te(8) 
atoms in 4(u), form an orthorhombically 
distorted rock salt structure. A similar rock 
salt derivative is met in the cubic structure 
of HgMo&li4 = Hg{[MoaClsJCls} (26). For 
comparison we may note that the Pb atoms 
and the [MO,&] clusters in the Chevrel 
phase PbMo& occupy the positions of a 
rhombohedrally deformed CsCl structure. 

The [MoJ&]~+ unit in MoClz = [MOM 
Cl&& is obviously equivalent to a 

[ReeTeg12+ unit. Furthermore, the {[RehTes] 
Tea} unit of RezTeS is reminiscent of the 
cluster ions {[Mo&ls]Cl#- and {[Mo,$&] 
Br#- as well as of {[Re&lS SU&)Y~}~- 
met in Cs4Re& (29) and of {[Re,&] 
S&S~)U~}~- met in KzRe& (18). In the 
[Res] octahedron 24 d electrons are used 
for the intracluster bonding while 30 
d,p,s orbitals (dsp3 hybrids) and 18 va- 
lence electrons are available for Re-Te 
bonding. The [Tea] unit offers 24 p orbitals 

FIG. 3. Chemical bonds around an [ReJ octahedron of the Re2Te5 structure. Large spheres: Te; 
small spheres: Re. 
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and 32 electrons for Te-Re bonding, which 
means that a total of 50 electrons has to be 
distributed into 24 orbitals. Thus we are left 
with two excess electrons (therefore giving 
[Re6Tes]*+) and one orbital per Re atom for 
binding the outer Te atoms. The buttertly- 
like {Te[Te6]} unit requires electrons for six 
Te-Re bonds and eight Te-Te bonds. If we 
want to attain bond saturation to account 
for the nonmetallic behavior then these 14 
bonds require 28 of the available 30 valence 
electrons (2 from the [Re6Tes] cluster and 7 
x 4 p electrons from the Te atoms). This 
leads to an uncommon configuration of 
Te(8) with four bonding orbitals and two 
nonbonding inert pairs. Formally, the ex- 
treme covalent charge distribution can 
be described by a formula {[Rei-Te$l 
Tez}“Te*-“, while the extreme ionic 
description would correspond to {[Rei’ 
Tei-]Tea“Te*-“. The quotation marks in 
these formulas should indicate that “Te*-” 
is a rather uncommon “anion.” In fact, 
Te(8) in position 4(a) has a nonxenon-like 
electron configuration: In addition to the 5s 
and the three 5p wavefunctions, two 5d 
wavefunctions are involved in the forma- 
tion of the valence band. This is reflected in 
the larger distances. Although nonmetallic, 
Re2Tes therefore cannot be a Mooser-Pear- 
son phase where only s and p wavefunc- 
tions of the anions are allowed. The elec- 
tronic configuration of Te(8)*- corresponds 
to that of xenon in the square-planar XeF4 
unit and to that of iodine in the anion IC14-. 
An identical coordination of Te with similar 
distances is met in the tetragonal structure 
of Ga2TeS (27), where infinite tetrahedron 
chains [GeTe4,2], are linked by four-coordi- 
nated d-bonding Te atoms. Further exam- 
ples are offered by the structures of Cs2Tes 
(28) and K2SnTes (31), which are governed 
by a similar building principle. 

The Re2Tes type of structure might be ap- 
propriate for a nonmetallic ternary phase 
{[ResTes]Tes}Pd with “divalent” palladium. 
If, on the other hand, we put Re at the place 

of Te(8) in 4(a) a metallic compound {[Re6 
Tes]Teh}Re of the exact composition ReTe2 
would result. This was checked here and is 
definitely not the case. 

Substitutions and Possible Insertions 

A compound with 2 : 5 stoichiometry has 
been reported in the system Re-S (29). 
Re& has a definitely different structure ac- 
cording to the published powder diagram 
which has been indexed based on an 
orthorhombic cell with a = 4.806, b = 
5.667, c = 4.75 A. A similar selenide appar- 
ently does not exist. We prepared mixed 
phases Rez(Tei-,Se,)s by sintering pressed 
elemental powders at 600 to 850°C. For val- 
ues x 2 0.5 we invariably detected ReSe2 as 
a second phase even after repeated regrind- 
ing and reheating. The Guinier pattern of 
Re2Se2Te3 was indexed and the following 
lattice constants were calculated as a = 
12.695(6), b = 12.653(5), c = 14.143(5) A. 
This particular stoichiometry seemed to fa- 
vour a certain anion ordering. With the aid 
of LAZY PULVERIX (30) we calculated 
intensities for three possible types of order- 
ing: Re2(Seo.4Teo.6)5 with statistical distribu- 
tion, {[Res(Seo.75Teo.25)81Tes}Te, and {Db 
Tes]Se6}Te, assuming the site parameters 
of Re2Tes to be valid in a first approxima- 
tion. The last case, which appeared to be 
most likely from a “mathematical” point of 
view, could definitely be ruled out. The sec- 
ond case is favored with respect to the first 
case, but the differences are less pro- 
nounced, based mainly on two weak lines. 
The model with the Se atoms located on the 
cube around the [ReJ octahedron (ordered 
or disordered) is, however, supported by 
the fact that the c axis contracts much less 
than the a and b axes (see Fig. 2). How- 
ever, our attempts to occupy all the cube 
positions by Se atoms failed. 

Doping with Sb is obviously possible to a 
fairly high degree (I). This behavior is 
rather strange for a semiconductor and, in 
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fact, we would expect a simultaneous sub- 
stitution of the metal atoms to be neces- 
sary, e.g., RuzSb2Te3, but we failed to syn- 
thesize this hypothetical isotype. Super- 
imposing Figs. 1 and 2 shows that the 
Re2Te5 structure contains rather large 
voids. Thus an 8(c) site with x = 0.2801, y 
= 0.2694, z = 0.2659 (center of the void) 
has the following neighborhood: 

center- 
Te(2), Te(3), Te(4), Te(5) at 2.754(7) A, 
Te(1) at 3.213(6) A, 
Te(6) at 3.566(7) %i, 
Te(7) at 3.617(6) A. 

This void in Re&lzTels is obviously large 
enough to take up an additional metal atom: 
Re&zTe,s (e.g., M = Ag, Cd, In, . . .). 

Electrical Resistivity 

In order to check the reported semicon- 
ductivity we measured the electrical resis- 
tivity from room temperature up to - lOOOK 
on a sintered ReZTe5 sample and on a 
Re2Te5 single crystal, as well as on a sin- 
tered Re#e2Te3 sample. In all these cases 
we observed a semiconductor behavior 
with activation energies Eg between 0.6 and 
0.8 eV, assuming p - exp( - EJ2kT). Room- 
temperature resistivities were -1000 R 
cm. Repeated heating cycles in a vacuum 
of lo-’ mm Hg lowered the resistivity of the 
sintered samples, possibly due to some 
evaporation of Te. 
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